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ABSTRACT: 
  
 Digitalization transition through Digital India Programme aims to provide the much-
needed thrust to the nine pillars of growth areas, namely Broadband Highways, Universal 
Access to Mobile Connectivity, Public Internet Access Programme, e-Governance: 
Reforming Government through Technology, eKranti - Electronic Delivery of Services, 
Information for All, Electronics Manufacturing, IT for Jobs and Early Harvest 
Programmes. Every pillar has its own importance, complexities in implementation and is a 
propellant for the overall growth of the country. Digital platforms can help farmers in know-
how (crop choice, seed variety), context (weather, plant protection, cultivation best practices) 
and market information (market prices, market demand, logistics). Mobile and Internet 
banking can improve the financial inclusion in the country and can create a win-win 
situation for all parties in the value chain by creating an interoperable ecosystem and 
revenue sharing business models. Telecom operators get additional revenue streams while 
the banks can reach new customer groups incurring the lowest possible costs. According to 
analysts, the Digital India plan could boost Gross Domestic Product (GDP) up to $1 trillion 
by 2025. It can play a key role in macroeconomic factors such as GDP growth, employment 
generation, labour productivity, growth in a number of businesses and revenue leakages for 
the Government. Social sectors such as education, healthcare, and banking are unable to 
reach out to the citizens due to obstructions and limitations such as middleman, illiteracy, 
ignorance, poverty, lack of funds, information and investments. These challenges have led 
to an imbalanced growth in the rural and urban areas with marked differences in the 
economic and social status of the people in these areas. This paper describes the importance 
and impact of digitalization on the Indian economy.  
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INTRODUCTION: 

The words attached to Digital have trended for last year or so. We have heard words 
like Digital India, Digitalization, Digitization, Digital world etc in our day to day life. 
 

Before, the paper describes the importance and impact of Digitalization on Indian 
economy. Let’s first understand the difference between Digitalization and Digitization. 
Digitization is more related to converting all our data into bits format and Digitalization is the 
use of different technology/methods to change the business processes. Though there is a subtle 
difference between the two, the two words are used interchangeably by all of us meaning the 
use of Digital Methods to improve the business processes. Undoubtedly, the incumbent 
Government has taken great initiatives taken under the leadership of Honourable Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi ji. They have taken forward the initiatives started by the last 
Government. Overall, the positive impact is for all of us to see. And though the impact is more 
visible, we have unknowingly been a part of Digitization for last so many years. 
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We have all been a part of the Digital World where we have touched the Digitalized 

business processes by using in our day to day’s life. Think of activities such as making railway 
reservation online, buying Air tickets, bus tickets online or making payments by credit card, 
debit card, etc. 
 

Digitization explained in layman’s language is simple. “Ab cash saath rakhna jaruri 
nahi, sab payment phone se ho jati hai” or we don’t have to carry cash all payments can make 
through a phone. There are certain factors which compel us to follow Digitalization in our 
routine life. 
 
TEN NEW FACTS ON THE INDIAN ECONOMY [Source:Economic Survey 2017-18]: 

 The large increase in registered indirect and direct taxpayers. 
 Formal non-agricultural payroll much greater than believed. 
 State's prosperity is positively correlated with their international and inter-state trade. 
 India's firm export structure is substantially more egalitarian than in other large 

countries. 
 Clothing incentive package boosted exports of readymade garments 
 Indian parents continue to have children until they get the desired number of sons 

substantial avoidable litigation in the tax arena which government action could reduce. 
 To re-ignite growth, raising investment is more important than raising saving. 
 Direct tax collections by Indian states and local governments are significantly lower 

than those of their counterparts in other federal countries. 
 Extreme weather adversely impacts agricultural yields. 

 
GROWTH IN ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS: 

According to the apex bank’s annual report, here is the growth witnessed in various 
electronic modes of payments:  
 

 The Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) system handled 124 million transactions 
valued at Rs 1,167 trillion in 2017-18, up from 108 million transactions valued at Rs 
982 trillion in the previous year. At the end of March 2018, the RTGS facility was 
available through 1,37,924 branches of 194 banks. 

 The NEFT system handled 1.9 billion transactions valued at around Rs 172 trillion in 
2017-18, up from 1.6 billion transactions valued at Rs 120 trillion in the previous year, 
registering a growth of 20 per cent in terms of volume and 43.5 per cent in terms of 
value.  

 At the end of March 2018, the NEFT facility was available through 1,40,339 branches 
of 192 banks, in addition to a large number of business correspondent (BC) outlets. 

 During 2017-18, the number of transactions carried out through credit cards and debit 
cards was 1.4 billion and 3.3 billion, respectively. 

 Prepaid payment instruments (PPIs) recorded a volume of about 3.5 billion 
transactions, valued at Rs 1,416 billion. 

 
PAYMENTS’ INFRASTRUCTURE: 

 The number of Point of Sale (POS) terminals deployed increasing by 24 per cent from 
2.53 million in 2016-17 to 3.14 million in 2017-18. 
 

WHY DIGITIZATION IS THE NEED OF THE HOUR? 
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Corruption today is the biggest problem in developing countries. In fact, corruption is 
a problem we have faced for ages. It is said, a parallel economy flourishes side by side to our 
main economy. This economy is run by those who avoid paying taxes to the Government. One 
of the prominent reasons for the parallel economy is the dependency on cash-based businesses. 
The culprits running the parallel economy do not feel like having bank accounts and other 
business books which simply means no tax payment to Government. 
 

With Digitalization Initiatives like Taxations being bought online and steps like 
Demonetization, the govt is trying to weed out corruption from our system which is expected 
to lead to a positive impact on Indian Economy. 

 
ROLE OF DIGITALIZATION IN BANKING SECTOR IN INDIA: 

With digital transactions, one needs to have a proper bank account and essential 
documents. Banks are the part and parcel of our day-to-day life.  Banking includes ATM 
transactions, online payments, and transfers. Because of the Digitalization of their processes, 
banks have saved costs and customers have been able to avail benefits such as ATMs, cashless 
transactions using Credit Card, Debit Cards, etc. 

 
Today, banks are going out of the way to adopt the latest technologies so as to enhance 

customer experience. Another marvellous example of digitalization is mobile banking where 
banking can be done on mobile phones. The feature allows you to literally operate your bank 
account from your mobile phone. 

 
Digitalization in Banks has not only reduces human errors and save time but has led to 

cashless transactions which have reduced circulation fake currency in the market. Thereby, 
leading to a positive impact on our economy. 2016 is the year which will be always linked to 
demonetization for the withdrawal high amount denomination Rs. 500 and Rs. 1000 of India’s 
currency in circulation on November 8. After Demonetization was announced, cashless 
payments in October 2016 increased 22%, when compared to October 2015, indicating that 
Indians have been progressively more accepting of different digital payments modes since 
2015. 

Table 1: The World’s Most Cashless Countries 

Rank Country 
Noncash Payments’ Share 

Of Total Value Of 
Consumer Payments 

% Of Population With 
A Debit Card 

1 Belgium 93 86 
2 France 92 69 
3 Canada 90 88 
4 United 

Kingdom 
89 88 

5 Sweden 89 96 
6 Australia 86 79 
7 The 

Netherlands 
85 98 

8 United States 80 72 
9 Germany 76 88 
10 South Korea 70 58 

[Source: http://www.cnbc.com/2014/11/20/the-worlds-most-cashless-countries.html] 
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MOBILE BANKING CATCHING ON FAST: 

Gone are days where mobile phones were used just to make calls, send messages, and 
take photographs. An increasing number of us are using our phones for financial transactions. 
According to the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) annual report for 2017-18, mobile banking 
services witnessed a growth of 92 per cent and 13 per cent in volume and value terms, 
respectively. The number of registered customers rose by 54 per cent to 251 million at end-
March 2018 from 163 million at end-March 2017. 
 
 In general, the share of electronic payments in the total volume of retail payments has 
gone up. The share of electronic transactions in the total volume of retail payments increased 
to 92.6 per cent in 2017-18, up from 88.9 per cent in the previous year with a corresponding 
reduction in the share of paper-based clearing instruments from 11.1 per cent in 2016-17 to 7.4 
per cent in 2017-18. Volume and value of the payment and settlement systems grew 44.6 per 
cent and 11.9 per cent, respectively, in 2017-18. 
 

 
Fig.1. Digital Transactions on Rising Trend in 2016 [Source: Monthly Bulletins for 2016, RBI] 

 

From November 2016, cashless India has experienced a notable amount of transaction 
through plastic money. Money transfers using mobile banking and immediate payment system 
(IMPS)–wherein money is transferred instantly using text messaging or online banking–
showed the highest spike in over 12 months, ending October 2016. An India Spend analysis of 
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) data clarifies the situation. Mobile banking transactions grew 
175%, whereas money transacted using mobile banking grew 369% from October to October, 
according to the report. 

 

 
Fig.2. Mobile Banking Fastest Growing Digital Platform in 2016 [Source: Monthly Bulletins for 2016, RBI] 
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IMPACT OF DIGITALIZATION ON INDIAN ECONOMY: 

Digitalization has played a vital role in flourishing the Indian economy. The biggest 
example is the job opportunities created in the country for youth. In addition to the above, 
“make in India” drive has given an immense push to youngsters to start new start-ups and think 
of creative ideas to contribute to digitalization of India. 

 
The government on its end is pushing and encouraging the Indian public to go cashless 

and reduce reliance on cash transactions. The purpose is to make us adopt digital payments. 
Digital transactions make us follow a legal path which is helpful to flourish the economy. Use 
of plastic money gives freedom as well as security to citizens of the country because it works 
on technical grounds. Digital payments will be helpful to the global world. 
 

Since cash is the primary mode of transactions in money laundering and terrorism 
funding, a digital society would discourage such laundering and terrorism. 
Statistics related to an impact of digitization on the Indian economy in terms of employment, 
contribution to GDP in comparisons with other countries: 
 

 
Fig.3. The share of Service Sector in GDP and Employment [Source: Economic Survey 2016-17] 

 

 
CONCLUSION: 

 Digital infrastructure’s backbone is the availability of high-speed internet. With the 
introduction of better and faster mobile internet connections, the services through 
Digitalization have been delivered in an efficient way to the citizens of the country. In addition 
to the above, the government is taking initiatives like “Aadhar Card” or Digital identification 
for every citizen. The move is expected to give unique and authentic identification to every 
citizen. This step will mean faster subsidy distribution, reduction of corruption and some other 
impacts on our economy. Digital India has made mobile banking easy. Banks are the biggest 
beneficiary of digitalization. Since they now have processes where less staff can do more work. 
Digitization is helping businesses streamline their processes by slowly taking away 
dependency away from paperwork. Digital India has empowered its citizen by giving them 
digital power like during the journey we don’t have to carry any physical documents. We can 
show a soft copy of the ticket and identity card which fulfils the purpose. Government is 
pushing Digitalization in the country by promoting e-services to every citizen. Digital India is 
all about Promoting development and creating an opportunity for new India in terms of job, 
technology, and transparency through Digitalization. A digitally connected India can help in 
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improving the social and economic condition of people through the development of non-
agricultural economic activities apart from providing access to education, health and financial 
services. 
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